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Abstract: In a continuous system of production in open-cast coal mining, in addition to the basic
machinery which consists of highly productive machines (bucket-wheel excavators, bucket-chain
excavators, spreaders, conveyor-belt transporters, etc.) that provide an uninterrupted exploitation of
mineral ores, the usage of auxiliary machinery is also necessary. The auxiliary machinery provides
the possibility of using the capacities of basic machinery adequately and timely. Further, it must
be mentioned that the auxiliary machinery generates up to 20% of the total mining expenses.
Dozers are the most commonly used machines. Choosing the adequate dozer of the right type and
manufacturer is of great importance and can be made easier by carrying out an analysis of the existent
operational-exploitative parameters. In this paper, the method of grading the operational-exploitative
parameters of dozer is defined. The choice of the optimal type of dozer was conducted by using the
analytical hierarchy process (AHP).

Keywords: analytical hierarchy process (AHP); dozers; coal mining; open-cast mining

1. Introduction

The process of ore exploitation in open-cast coal mining is complex and demands hiring many
people and providing varied equipment. In order to provide continuous (twenty-four hours a day)
production and to excavate the planned amount of ore and overburden in an open-cast coal mine, it is
necessary to achieve optimal working conditions. The operational efficiency of the basic (continuous)
machinery is in a direct correlation with the work of the auxiliary (discontinuous) machinery, whose role
is to accomplish all of the auxiliary workings on time. In effect, in the process of production in an
open-cast coal mine, there must always be several different auxiliary machines available. The absence
or insufficient number of the adequate auxiliary machinery leads towards an inadequate carrying out of
the auxiliary workings, which further hinders the working of the basic machinery, lowers the production
and may lead to breakdowns or endanger the people. In open-cast coal mines, dozers often work
under aggravated conditions with the materials of different physical–mechanical qualities and under
variable weather conditions. Under such circumstances the workload on the equipment significantly
oscillates, making room for frequent changes of the direction, course and the speed of movement.
For these reasons, the evaluation of the functioning of this type of machines is done with the aim of
showing the elementary parameters influencing their current work and predicting any future events
by analysing those parameters and their mutual interaction. The method of evaluation is supposed to
show the connection between the characteristics of the machines and the exact working conditions in
the open-cast coal mine, leading to the right choice of machine in relation to those conditions.
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Acquiring new mining machines presents a huge investment whether it is a small or a big company.
In addition, sometimes the policy of the company is such that it does not allow for purchasing the
machines from exclusively one manufacturer. That is why the decision about the purchase of the
machines should be right and unbiased, so as to avoid any unwanted future loses [1]. The decision
about the purchase can be made in a few different ways, and it is certainly the most reliable if it is
made after an adequate data analysis with the support of the appropriate mathematical models and
software [2]. Multiple-criteria methods that are widely used in different areas include: Analytical
hierarchy process (AHP) [3], Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment and Evaluations
(PROMOTHEE) [4], ELimination and Choice Expressing REality (ELECTRE) [5], Technique for Order
of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [6], Fuzzy logic (FUZZY) [7], Multiple-criteria
Optimization and the Compromise Solution (VIKOR) [8].

In this paper, in order to define optimal evaluating methodology, the AHP method was chosen as
the most suitable due to the possibility of a total and partial analysis of every parameter. The defined
methodology, in relation to which the evaluation of the machine is conducted, consists of four basic
criteria and fourteen sub-criteria. The technical, economic, exploitation and survey parameters are the
four most important criteria considered in the analysis [9–12].

In order to define the evaluation model, it is necessary to analyse the working machines from
different manufacturers but of the same class and under the approximately same conditions. In the
paper, the analysed data were taken from the Kolubara mining basin (Serbia) in which dozers of
different manufacturers are in operation. The total number of analysed dozers in this paper was 55, 70%
of the same class dozers working in the Kolubara mining basin. The analysis covered four different
machine manufacturers, and to provide the necessary objectivity in the interpretation of the results of
the analysis, the prefix Type (T1, T2, T3, T4) will be used instead of the names of the manufacturers.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. The Usage of the Dozers in Open-Cast Mining

Dozers are tractors equipped with a front pusher blade, which can be raised or lowered by
hydraulic control and is used for digging and pushing. The main role of dozers in open-cast coal mines
is to dig soil and transport it to the dumping point [13]. However, they are also used to clear routes
for the transportation of excavators and spreaders, road cuts, ramping down, levelling ground on the
terrain, the movement of the transporters, breaking piles, pushing scattered masses into the zone of
effect of the bucket-wheel excavator, shaping slopes, cleaning the benches, pulling operating stations or
other machines, checking the ground stability, etc. The classification of the auxiliary workings which
are done using the dozer in the big open-cast coal mines is shown schematically in Figure 1 [14].
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They are classified according to different criteria, most commonly according to [15]:

• towing capacity (very heavy, heavy, of medium weight, light and very light),
• the strength of the machine (very strong, strong, medium strength, low strength, and very low

strength),
• the type of the transportation mechanism (caterpillar, pneumatic),
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• the position of the working organ (bulldozers, angle-dozers, tilt-dozers).

The dozers are designed and built to satisfy the highest standards when working in a three-shift
mode, even under the aggravated conditions, unstable weather conditions, such as high or low
temperature or high humidity.

The analysed dozers in the Kolubara coal mining basin (Serbia), according to the strength of
the machine, fell into the class of strong dozers, and the information on the manufacturer, type and
number are stated in Table 1. During further analysis, on the basis of the quality of the available
information, Liebherr PR-752/754, Caterpillar D8R, Dressta TD25M, Shantui SD32W dozers were taken
into consideration.

Table 1. Dozers in the Kolubara mining basin (January 2018).

Manufacturer Label Number %

Liebherr PR-752/754 3 3.85
Caterpillar D8R 15 19.23

Dressta TD25M 14 17.95
Shantui SD32W 23 29.49

Other 23 29.48
Total: 78 100

2.2. AHP

AHP, which was used in the paper, represents the most commonly used mathematical method
and is based on a multiple-criteria approach in the analysis of the existing data. AHP was designed
by Tomas L. Saaty [16], and it can be used in numerous fields, such as medicine [17], agriculture [18],
economics [19], engineering [20], traffic [21], etc. The AHP method finds its role in the field of mining
as well [10,22–27].

The main advantage of this method is ease of use, followed by the quality of output data. It relies
on the theory of the relative weight determination of the factors in decision-making. It is based on
the measurements made by comparing pairs of data, and it depends on the evaluation of experts
for defining priority scales [28]. Firstly, in order to make the right decision, it is necessary to define
the problem, the purpose of making the decision, the criteria and sub-criteria for the evaluation
of alternatives, alternative activities that should be carried out, and the interest of the party to
which the decision applies [29]. A great advantage of the AHP method is its ability to identify and
analyse the inconsistency of the decision-maker in the process of deciding on the priorities in the
hierarchal structure.

The general schematic display of the AHP method structure is shown in Figure 2. The goal
(zero level) of the AHP method structure is at the very top. After the goal, level 1 containing the criteria,
after which come the sub-criteria. The last level of the structure (level 2) contains the alternative
choices which are analysed according to the defined criteria and sub-criteria. The number of criteria
and sub-criteria in the model is unlimited. On the basis of the defined criteria and sub-criteria the
dependency between them and the qualities of the considered alternatives is established, they are
evaluated in comparison, after which we get the final solution in the form of the best choice [10].

Basically, the method represents a relative measurement, because the subject of interest is not the
exact measurements of separate quantities but the proportional relationship that exists among them.
It is based on three main principles [30]: Identity and decomposition, the comparison of pairs, and the
synthesis of priorities.
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Figure 2. The schematic display of the structure of the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method.

The mathematical basis of the AHP method consists of four steps:

1. Production of a hierarchical model, that is, the structure of the decision-making problem
(presented in Figure 2);

2. The use of an appropriate Saaty scale of the relative importance in reciprocal comparison of the
elements of the structure in pairs (Figure 3 and Table 2);

3. The calculation of the individual priorities of the criteria weight, sub-criteria and alternatives
weights, which are afterwards combined into the total priority alternatives;

4. Checking the consistency of the decision-maker.
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Table 2. AHP scale of importance.

The Level of Importance Numerical Value Reciprocal Value

Absolute priority 9 1/9 (0.111)
Higher to absolute priority 8 1/8 (0.125)
Higher priority 7 1/7 (0.143)
High to higher priority 6 1/6 (0.167)
High priority 5 1/5 (0.200)
Moderate to high priority 4 1/4 (0.250)
Moderate priority 3 1/3 (0.333)
Equal to moderate priority 2 1/2 (0.500)
Equal priority 1 1 (1.000)

The initial assumption in this work is that the simplest and the most correct decisions are made
when there are only two alternatives available in one interaction. The main principle of the AHP
method is that a complex problem should be broken down into its elementary components which are
then compared in pairs. Every component of the hierarchical model is compared in pairs using the
Saaty scale of relative importance which is presented in Figure 3.

Table 2 shows the values of the priorities in comparison of the elements.
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The result of elements pair-wise comparison is the numerical value that presents priority vector
(W). Calculating the priority vector of each element of the analysis by equation number 1 creates the
possibility of forming the mathematical matrix M (by Equation (2)).

W =
n∑

j=1

Wi

Wj
= Wi

 n∑
j=1

1
Wj

i = 1, . . . , n (1)

M =


w1/w1 w1/w2 . . . w1/wn

w1/w1 w2/w2 . . . w2/wn

. . . . . . . . . . . .
wn/w1 wn/w2 . . . wn/wn

 =


a11 a12 . . . a1n

a21 a22 . . . a2n

. . . . . . . . . . . .
an1 an2 . . . ann

 (2)

The fourth and final step in the AHP method is checking for mistakes [24], that is, checking of the
consistency of the decision-maker. The mathematical check of the Consistency Index (CI) is done using
Equation (3).

CI =
(λmax − n)
(n − 1)

(3)

where λmax represents the maximum value of the calculated matrix and is defined using Equation (4)
while n is the number of analysed objects.

λmax =
1
n

n∑
i=1

λi (4)

The Consistency Ratio (CR) is defined using the following equation:

CR =
CI
RI

(5)

where RI is the Random Consistency Index (Table 3) which depends on the number of analysed
objects n.

Table 3. The values of the Random Consistency Index (RI) (Saaty, 1991).

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RI 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.89 1.11 1.25 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.49

In order for the method to be correct one condition must be fulfilled. The result of the calculated
value of the Consistency Ratio when it comes to consistency must be lower than 0.1 (less than 10%).

In Figure 4, the diagram of the order of the AHP method in choosing the right dozer is presented,
from the initial phase of defining the goal to its fulfillment [31].
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3. Results

The functioning of a dozer can be defined based on four basic criteria:

• Technical parameters;
• Economic parameters;
• Exploitation parameters;
• Survey parameters.

3.1. Tehnical Parameters (TP)

As far as the first criterion is concerned, the technical parameters of the considered equipment
characterize the performance of the machine defined by the manufacturers of the equipment. Those were
actually parameters which characterized the possibilities of the functioning of the machine under both
nominal and aggravated working conditions. The sub-criteria of the technical parameters which were
analysed were: Engine power, towing force, transmission type, and undercarriage type.

Taking into account the engine power (EP), the analysed dozers belonged to the group of strong
dozers in the range of the 190–300 kW class, and according to the nominal towing force (TF) to the
group of heavy dozers 250–350 kN. In order to evaluate the priority, the range of the class for both
sub-criteria was divided into 10 equal parts, and each alternative defined its priority in relation to
that division.

According to transmission type (TT), there are two types of dozers: Those with hydrodynamic
and those with hydrostatic systems. Greater priority was assigned to hydrostatic systems (equal to
moderate priority on Saaty scale), because of the possibility of achieving a stronger transmission
connection, independence regarding position and power supply, as well as automatic protection
against overcharging [32].
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The dozers which are used in open-cast mines are dozers that have a caterpillar transport system.
The pneumatic transport system is used in the construction industry. The analysis of the undercarriage
type (UT) implies that the dozers in question were caterpillar transport system dozers. They were
divided into two groups: Dozers with the triangular type and dozers with the flat type. Priority was
given to the triangular type (equal to moderate priority on Saaty scale) because of better balance,
greater traction, allowing for a greater percentage of the conversion of power into towing force, etc.

3.2. Economic Parameters (EcP)

The second criterion—the economic parameters—is the best indicator of the successful functioning
of the entire open-cast mine, as well as the exploitation of the equipment and machines used there.
The sub-criteria implemented into the economic parameters were: Ownership costs, operational costs,
and human resource costs [33].

When estimating the ownership costs (OW), the necessary information was the delivery price of
the machine, while for the amortization period a period of 10 years was assumed. For machines which
are not used very often, the coefficient of amortization which is in accordance with the way in which
the machine has been used so far was adopted.

The operational costs (OP) included the cost of fuel, lubricants and oils, maintenance and the cost
of hiring the maintenance staff.

The human resource costs (HR) were identified as the amount of costs of hiring machine operators.
To calculate the costs, the necessary information was: Shift duration, gross salary, as well as the reserve
coefficient (1.25) in the worker–machine relation.

3.3. Exploitation Parameters (ExP)

The third criterion—the exploitation parameters—shows the current condition of the machines,
the history of their work, as well as the trends concerning the maintenance of the machines and the
amount of activity during work. The most significant parameters which have been the most influential
in the analysis of the prior functioning of the machines were: Average of machine-hours per ten years,
work until a general repair, average number of failures per thousand working hours of machine,
and technical availability.

The evaluation of the average working hours (WH) was analysed by observing each machine
individually during the first ten years it spent in exploitation. For each type of machine the average
machine-hours were separately calculated for each year. Using the given data, the mean value of
machine-hours per year for every type of machine was calculated. That data represents a valuable
source of information about the possible expectations regarding the ability of the machine on an annual
level, while showing the exact degree of the machine usage by the owner.

The parameter work until a general repair (GR) was also an important indicator of the expected
functioning of the machine. Based on the data about the previous work of the machine of the same
type under similar or exact conditions, it can be predicted how the machine will function in the future
period. By analysing the machines of the dozer type, it was concluded that a general repair is necessary
after six years of usage.

Based on the data of the number of interventions and the achieved working hours of machine,
it was possible to determine the average failures (AF). This information was the best indicator of the
intensity of breakdowns for each of the possible alternative choices.

Technical availability (TA) is a characteristic which describes and evaluates the work and
maintenance of a realistic system. In theory, availability represents the probability of a technical system
being able to work at any given time t, or being able to join in on the work, and of being able to carry
out the given task to a satisfactory level at the same time [34]. The input parameters for calculating the
availability of the technical systems (in this case what they are like for dozers) were: the time of work
done—Top, the time of the planned standstill—Tps, the time of unplanned standstill —Tns. On the
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basis of the relevant data, using equation 6, the coefficients of the technical availability of a machine
were calculated [35].

A =
Top

Top+Tps+Tns
(6)

3.4. Survey Parameters

The parameters which characterise the possible, current and previous work of the machine were
complemented through the interview, with information based on the opinions of the people who were
in daily contact with the machines. The survey questions were directed towards three groups of people:
Surveillance technical staff (SS), maintenance staff (MS) and exploitation staff (ES). Each person in
the three groups received eight questions in the survey which they were to answer using the grading
system from 1 (the worst) to 10 (the best) to evaluate each of the different types of dozers (alternatives).
It should be mentioned that the questions were adapted to each of the mentioned groups of surveyed
people. The basis for defining the questions was the definition of the proper functioning of the dozer
as well as raising the level of safety of the staff and the equipment [10].

After defining the structure of the AHP model (Figure 5), which is adapted for choosing the right
type of dozer for certain conditions—achieved by defining adequate criteria and sub-criteria, as well as
defining the choice alternatives—the conditions were met for applying the mathematical calculations
with the purpose of finding the optimal solution.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 16 
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Figure 5. The structure of the model in choosing the dozers by applying the AHP method.

The first step was to define the basic criteria (technical, economic, exploitation, survey), using the
coefficients of the same value (0.250) the result of which was 1 (100%) and sub-criteria. All the
previously mentioned (input) data necessary for the analysis, results of the pair-wise comparison
and ranking are presented in Tables 4–18. Because of the calculation complexity of the input data for
analysis [33], only the final values of the considered alternatives are given in these Tables. Input data
for the technical parameters are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Input parameters for applying the AHP method for technical parameters.

Criteria Sub-Criteria
Machines

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Technical
parameters

Engine power [kW] 252 250 238 235
Transmission type Hydrodynamic Hydrostatic Hydrodynamic Hydrodynamic
Towing force [kN] 315 292 302 317

Undercarriage type Triangular Flat Flat Flat
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Table 5. Results of the pair-wise comparison of technical sub-criteria EP, TT, TF, UT.

Engine Power (EP) Transmission Type (TT)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 1 2 2 0.333 T1 1 1
2 1 1 0.200

T2 1 1 2 2 0.333 T2 2 1 2 2 0.400
T3 1

2
1
2 1 1 0.167 T3 1 1

2 1 1 0.200
T4 1

2
1
2 1 1 0.167 T4 1 1

2 1 1 0.200
λmax 4 λmax 4

CI 0 CI 0
CR 0 CR 0

Towing Force (TF) Undercarriage Type (UT)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 3 2 1 0.351 T1 1 2 2 2 0.400
T2 1/3 1 1

2 1/3 0.109 T2 1
2 1 1 1 0.200

T3 1
2 2 1 1

2 0.189 T3 1
2 1 1 1 0.200

T4 1 3 2 1 0.351 T4 1
2 1 1 1 0.200

λmax 4.00292 λmax 4
CI 0.00097 CI 0
CR 0.00109 CR 0

Table 6. Alternative ranking by technical parameters.

Alternative Weight Coefficient of Alternatives for Criteria TP Rank

T1 0.277 · 0.333 + 0.095 · 0.200 + 0.468 · 0.351 + 0.160 · 0.400 = 0.340 = 34% 1
T2 0.277 · 0.333 + 0.095 · 0.400 + 0.468 · 0.109 + 0.160 · 0.200 = 0.213 = 21.3% 3
T3 0.277 · 0.167 + 0.095 · 0.200 + 0.468 · 0.189 + 0.160 · 0.200 = 0.186 = 18.6% 4
T4 0.277 · 0.167 + 0.095 · 0.200 + 0.468 · 0.351 + 0.160 · 0.200 = 0.261 = 26.1% 2

Table 7. Input parameters for applying the AHP method for economic parameters.

Criteria Sub-Criteria
Machines

T1 T2 T3 T4

Economic
parameters

Ownership costs [€/mh] 15.51 17.73 11.77 9.92
Operational costs [€/mh] 37.95 35.69 41.45 35.01

Human resource costs [€/mh] 11.79 11.79 11.79 11.79

Table 8. Results of the pair-wise comparison of economic sub-criteria: Ownership costs (OW),
operational costs (OP), and human resource costs (HR).

Ownership Costs (OW) Operational Costs (OP)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 2 1/3 1/4 0.125 T1 1 1/2 2 1
2 0.189

T2 1/2 1 1/4 1/5 0.078 T2 2 1 3 1 0.351
T3 3 4 1 1/2 0.306 T3 1

2 1/3 1 1/3 0.109
T4 4 5 2 1 0.492 T4 2 1 3 1 0.351
λmax 4.03002 λmax 4.00821

CI 0.01001 CI 0.00274
CR 0.01124 CR 0.00308

Human Resource Costs (HR)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 1 1 1 0.250
T2 1 1 1 1 0.250
T3 1 1 1 1 0.250
T4 1 1 1 1 0.250
λmax 4

CI 0
CR 0
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Table 9. Ranking by economic criteria.

Alternative Weight Coefficient of
Alternatives for Criteria EcP Rank

T1 0.297 · 0.125 + 0.540 · 0.189 +
0.163 · 0.250 = 0.180 = 18.0% 4

T2 0.297 · 0.078 + 0.540 · 0.351 +
0.163 · 0.250 = 0.253 = 25.3% 2

T3 0.297 · 0.306 + 0.540 · 0.109 +
0.163 · 0.250 = 0.190 = 19.0% 3

T4 0.297 · 0.492 + 0.540 · 0.351 +
0.163 · 0.250 = 0.377 = 37.7% 1

Table 10. Input parameters for applying the AHP method for exploitation parameters.

Criteria Sub-Criteria
Machines

T1 T2 T3 T4

Exploitation
parameters

Working hours (mh/year) 3127 2729 2639 3039
General repair (mh) 23638 18526 17389 19154

Average failures 3.42 2.64 4.98 4.34
Technical availability 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.81

Table 11. Results of the pair-wise comparison of exploitation sub-criteria: Working hours (WH), general
repair (GR), average failures (AF), technical availability (TA).

Working Hours (WH) General Repair (GR)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 3 4 2 0.467 T1 1 3 4 3 0.516
T2 1/3 1 2 1/2 0.160 T2 1/3 1 2 1 0.189
T3 1

4 1/2 1 1/3 0.095 T3 1
4

1
2 1 1

2 0.105
T4 1/2 2 3 1 0.277 T4 1/3 1 2 1 0.189
λmax 4.02322 λmax 4.01268

CI 0.00774 CI 0.00423
CR 0.00869 CR 0.00475

Average Failures (AF) Technical Availability (TA)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 1
2 4 3 0.306 T1 1 1 4 4 0.400

T2 2 1 5 4 0.492 T2 1 1 4 4 0.400
T3 1

4 1/5 1 1/2 0.078 T3 1
4 1/4 1 1 0.100

T4 1/3 1/4 2 1 0.125 T4 1
4 1/4 1 1 0.100

λmax 4.03218 λmax 4
CI 0.01073 CI 0
CR 0.01205 CR 0

Table 12. Ranking by exploitation criteria.

Alternative Weight Coefficient of Alternatives for Criteria ExP Rank

T1 0.250 · 0.467+ 0.250 · 0.516+ 0.250 · 0.306+ 0.250 · 0.400 = 0.422 = 42.2% 1
T2 0.250 · 0.160+ 0.250 · 0.189+ 0.250 · 0.492+ 0.250 · 0.400 = 0.310 = 31.0% 2
T3 0.250 · 0.095 + 0.250 · 0.105 + 0.250 · 0.078 + 0.250 · 0.100 = 0.095 = 9.5% 4
T4 0.250 · 0.277+ 0.250 · 0.189+ 0.250 · 0.125+ 0.250 · 0.100 = 0.173 = 17.3% 3
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Table 13. Input parameters for applying the AHP method for survey parameters.

Criteria Sub-Criteria
Machines

T1 T2 T3 T4

Survey
parameters

Surveillance technical staff 7.95 6.40 5.38 2.05
Maintenance staff 8.60 6.63 7.18 5.83
Exploitation staff 9.98 8.73 7.70 1.23

Table 14. Results of the pair-wise comparison of survey sub-criteria: Surveillance technical staff (SS),
maintenance staff (MS), exploitation staff (ES).

Surveillance Technical Staff (SS) Maintenance Staff (MS)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 2 3 6 0.476 T1 1 3 2 4 0.467
T2 1

2 1 2 5 0.289 T2 1/3 1 1
2 2 0.160

T3 1/3 1
2 1 4 0.176 T3 1

2 2 1 3 0.277
T4 1/6 1/5 1

4 1 0.059 T4 1/4 1
2 1/3 1 0.095

λmax 4.041286 λmax 4.023224
CI 0.013762 CI 0.007741
CR 0.015463 CR 0.008698

Exploitation Staff (ES)

T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight

T1 1 2 3 9 0.482
T2 1

2 1 2 8 0.297
T3 1/3 1

2 1 7 0.184
T4 1/9 1/8 1/7 1 0.037
λmax 4.045827

CI 0.015276
CR 0.017164

Table 15. Ranking by survey criteria.

Alternative Weight Coefficient of
Alternatives for Criteria SP Rank

T1 0.333 · 0.476 + 0.333 · 0.467 +
0.333 · 0.482 = 0.475 = 47.5% 1

T2 0.333 · 0.289 + 0.333 · 0.160 +
0.333 · 0.297 = 0.249 = 24.9% 2

T3 0.333 · 0.176 + 0.333 · 0.277 +
0.333 · 0.037 = 0.212 = 21.2% 3

T4 0.333 · 0.059 + 0.333 · 0.095 +
0.333 · 0.037 = 0.064 = 6.4% 4

Table 16. Calculated weight coefficients by AHP analysis.

Weightiness of Sub-Criteria 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250

Criteria TP EcP ExP SP

Alternatives

Weight coefficient of T1 0.340 0.180 0.422 0.475
Weight coefficient of T2 0.213 0.253 0.310 0.249
Weight coefficient of T3 0.186 0.190 0.095 0.212
Weight coefficient of T4 0.261 0.377 0.173 0.064
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Table 17. Alternative ranking.

Alternative Final Weight Coefficient of Alternatives Rank

T1 0.250 · 0.340+ 0.250 · 0.180+ 0.250 · 0.422+ 0.250 · 0.475 = 0.354 = 35.4% 1
T2 0.250 · 0.213+ 0.250 · 0.253+ 0.250 · 0.310+ 0.250 · 0.249 = 0.256 = 25.6% 2
T3 0.250 · 0.186+ 0.250 · 0.190+ 0.250 · 0.095+ 0.250 · 0.212 = 0.171 = 17.1% 4
T4 0.250 · 0.261+ 0.250 · 0.377+ 0.250 · 0.173+ 0.250 · 0.064 = 0.219 = 21.9% 3

Table 18. Final ranking of dozers by AHP.

Alternative Rank

T1 1
T2 2
T3 4
T4 3

In the following section, Sections 3.5–3.8, each sub-criterion is analysed separately, as well as the
calculations for each alternative related to the mentioned sub-criteria.

3.5. Results of Tehnical Parameters (TP)

The most significant sub-criterion in the group of technical parameters is towing force, followed
by engine power, type of undercarriage, and finally (as the least important parameter) the transmission
type. Calculation of weight coefficients for the basic technical parameters is given as an example
of AHP. The weight coefficients of the sub-criteria technical parameters were calculated with the
mathematical matrix formed by comparing sub-criteria according to the defined preferences in Table 4
and by using the Saaty scale (Figure 3 and Table 2).

MTP =


1.00 3.00 0.50 2.00
0.33 1.00 0.25 0.50
2.00 4.00 1.00 3.00
0.50 2.00 0.33 1.00

 ·


1.00 3.00 0.50 2.00
0.33 1.00 0.25 0.50
2.00 4.00 1.00 3.00
0.50 2.00 0.33 1.00

 =


3.99 12.00 2.41 7.00
1.41 3.99 0.83 2.41
6.82 20.00 3.99 12.00
2.32 6.82 1.41 3.99


=

=

=

=

25.40
8.64
42.81
14.54∑

MTP = 25.40+8.64+42.81+14.54 =91.39

WEP = 25.40
91.39 = 0.277

WTT = 8.64
91.39 = 0.095

WTF = 42.81
91.39 = 0.468

WUT = 14.54
91.39 = 0.160

The next step was checking the consistency of the decision-maker by using Equations (3)–(5),
where the condition was CR < 0.1,

λmax = 3.83 · 0.277 + 10.00 · 0.095 + 2.08 · 0.468 + 6.50 · 0.160 = 4.02435

CI =
(4.02435− 4)

(4− 1)
= 0.008116

CR =
0.008116

0.89
= 0.009119

The same principle was used in the interactions of evaluating alternatives according to
the sub-criteria.

The results of this part of the analysis of technical criteria are shown in Table 5.
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To calculate the final value of technical parameters for each alternative it was necessary to apply
Equation (7), which is used to normalize (weigh) the calculated values:

TP = TPEP · EPn + TPTT · TTn + TPTF · TFn + TPUT ·UTn (7)

where TPEP, TPTT, TPTF, TPTU are weight coefficients of sub-criteria engine power (EP), transmission
type (TT), towing force (TF) and undercarriage type (UT) in the group of technical parameters (TP),
respectively, and EPn, TTn, TFn, UTn are weight coefficients for n type of alternative according to
sub-criteria engine power (EP), transmission type (TT), towing force (TF) and undercarriage type (UT),
respectively. Result of alternative ranking according to technical parameters, are presented in Table 6.

The calculation of the remaining alternatives in this analysis was completed in the same way.

3.6. Results of Economic Parameters (EcP)

On the basis of the defined priorities among the sub-criteria of the economic parameters in Table 7,
the following weight coefficients were calculated using the same principle that was used in calculating
the technical parameters: OW (0.297); OP (0.540); HR (0.163).

Table 8 shows the pair-wise comparison of the alternatives according to economic sub-criteria.
For the final value of economic parameters for each alternative it was also necessary to apply a

modified Equation (7). Results and alternative ranking are shown in Table 9.

3.7. Results of Exploitation Parameters (ExP)

Based on a comprehensive picture of the sub-criteria of the exploitation parameters Table 10, all of
the sub-criteria were considered to be equally important for the successful functioning of the machine as
well as its maintenance. It may be concluded that not a single sub-criterion could be prioritized as more
important in relation to others which is why each criterion was assigned a weight coefficient of 0.250.

The results of the calculated weight coefficients of alternatives from sub-criteria is shown in
Table 11, while the final ranking according to the ExP criteria is in Table 12.

3.8. Results of Survey Parameters (SP)

The last criterion for forming the final evaluation were the survey parameters, which were
analysed based on the answers to questions given by people who had been in daily contact with
the dozers being considered. The survey was conducted in July 2018. As defined in Section 3.4,
the surveyed people were grouped as SS, MS, and ES and for all of the mentioned sub-criteria an equal
weight coefficient was adopted (0.333). Input data according to survey parameters are presented in
Table 13.

The results of AHP analysis of survey sub-criteria are shown in Tables 14 and 15.
After defining and calculating all the weight priority vectors of the criteria and sub-criteria, the

next step was to calculate each choice alternative. Table 16 contains all the necessary input parameters
which were then implemented into the modified Equation (7), resulting in the end choice of the dozer.

The values of the results are shown respectively in Table 17.

4. Discussion

The application of the AHP method as one of the most used method of multicriteria decision
analysis (MDCA) showed the rank of different types of dozer most commonly used auxiliary machine
in open-cast coal mine of Kolubara. The subjects of the analysis were four dozers analysed by a
combination of four basic criteria and 14 sub-criteria.

Based on the results, the most suitable type of dozer for the existent conditions was the Type 1
dozer, followed by the Type 2 dozer, the Type 4 dozer, and finally the Type 3 dozer as it is presented in
Table 18.
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According to the technical parameters, the most suitable dozers were Type 1, followed by Type 4,
and then Types 2 and 3. The most economical dozer was Type 4, then Type 2, while Type 1 and 3
dozers were slightly more expensive. Type 1 and 2 dozers showed the best results given these specific
conditions, and the same conclusion was confirmed by the expert opinion survey.

Even Type 4 had the best ranking according to economics parameters, exploitation parameters
and expert opinion data proved that Type 1 and 2 dozers were used more in aggravated conditions and
complex assignments. Aggravated circumstances cause an increase in operational costs, proving the
importance of taking all parameters into consideration in an analysis.

To clearly illustrate the difference between the choice alternatives, a diagram showing the results
according to dozer type is presented in Figure 6.
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collective results.

5. Conclusions

The choice of the optimal dozer type and manufacturer is a challenge influenced by multiple
factors and criteria. It is necessary to consider all the parameters which influence dozer work in specific
conditions when selecting new equipment. The advantages of selecting an adequate dozer are good
performance, higher reliability, economic stability for the company, etc. A dozer that executes all its
auxiliary work in a timely manner secures the health and safety of the employees and equipment.
The costs don’t consist solely of investing in new equipment. Considerable higher costs emerge with
inadequate equipment selection, constant failures, inability to complete assignments and standstill.

To minimize the biased evaluation factor, this paper used the AHP method. The main purpose
of the analysis is to define the “model itself” and after that comes the “finding of the optimal choice
under the given circumstances”. To prove the possibility of using the AHP method, we conducted an
analysis of the evaluation of different parameters of the functioning of the dozer.

Taking into account that four basic criteria for decision-making were considered
(technical, economic, exploitation and survey), the AHP method made it possible for those criteria
to be weighed so that the final evaluation of the most suitable choice represented the result of all the
considered parameters, even though their values could not be mutually compared and measured.
This approach is transparent and easy to use and apply for the decision maker.

Determining the decision criteria and their preferences presents one of the major issues in the
application of this method. Another issue with this method is the lack of objectivity in expert opinion.
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The AHP method, in addition to the results represented in the paper, provides the conditions for a
partial analysis of each criterion, which are analysed in a very simple way. In that way the method can
be adapted to the conditions in a given open-cast coal mine. By making the changes in the weight
coefficients of the basic parameters, an analysis of the susceptibility to a desired criterion is possible,
which is an additional advantage of applying the AHP method.
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